Pressure probe techniques have been used to determine the biophysical and biomechanical properties of higher plant cells which control water transport and plant cell growth (2-4, 8, 14). These pressure probe techniques have also been used to study the water relations of the sporangiophores of Phycomyces blakesleeanus (5). In general, pressure probe techniques require that there is a known relationship between the turgor pressure and other parameters which represent the biophysical and biomechanical properties of the plant cell. Equations which establish such a relationship for many plant cells have been termed the growth equations (13). Recent pressure probe studies have demonstrated that the growth behavior of the sporangiophores of P. blakesleeanus correlates well with that predicted by the growth equations and augmented growth equation (11) .
Pressure probe techniques have been used to determine the biophysical and biomechanical properties of higher plant cells which control water transport and plant cell growth (2-4, 8, 14) . These pressure probe techniques have also been used to study the water relations of the sporangiophores of Phycomyces blakesleeanus (5) . In general, pressure probe techniques require that there is a known relationship between the turgor pressure and other parameters which represent the biophysical and biomechanical properties of the plant cell. Equations which establish such a relationship for many plant cells have been termed the growth equations (13) . Recent pressure probe studies have demonstrated that the growth behavior of the sporangiophores of P. blakesleeanus correlates well with that predicted by the growth equations and augmented growth equation (11) .
The growth equations were first derived and published by Lockhart (9) . Two equations were derived based on the premise that the rate of irreversible plant cell enlargement is determined predominately by the rate of two interrelated and simultaneous physical processes: the rate of water uptake and the rate of irreversible cell wall extension. The derivation assumes that the turgor pressure is constant and that the plant cell is not transpiring. The first growth equation relates the relative rate of change in volume of the cell contents v, to the rate of water uptake: v = (dVldt)lV = L (coAr -P)- (1) where V is the volume of the cell contents, t is the time, L is the relative hydraulic conductance, o is the solute reflection coefficient, A7r is the difference in osmotic pressure between the inside of the cell and the external medium, and P is the turgor pressure (the pressure difference between the cell interior and the external medium).
The second growth equation relates the relative rate of change in volume of the cell wall chamber, v, to the irreversible extension 1 Supported by National Science Foundation Grant DCB-8514902 to J. K. E. Ortega. 11 v = (dVldt)IV = 4 (P -P,) (2) where V is the volume of the cell wall chamber, 4 is the irreversible extensibility of the cell wall, and P, is the critical turgor pressure or yield threshold (the magnitude of which must be exceeded by the turgor pressure before irreversible wall extension occurs). It is apparent that the volume occupied by the cell contents and the volume of the cell wall chamber must be the same, and the rate of change of the respective volumes must also be equal. Equations 1 and 2 have been termed the growth equations (13) . Both the utility and success of these growth equations are demonstrated in recent reviews by Taiz (13), Boyer (2), and Cosgrove (4).
In general, the utility of the growth equations for pressure probe studies is limited by the assumption that the turgor pressure must be constant. Ortega (10) augmented the growth equation for the rate of irreversible cell wall extension with an elastic (reversible) extension term so as to include dynamic growth, i.e. when the turgor pressure is changing. This augmented growth equation is: v = (dVldt)IV = 4 (P -P) + (dPIdt)IE, (3) where E is the volumetric elastic modulus. Some of the extended utility of this augmented growth equation is discussed and demonstrated by Ortega (10) , and Cosgrove (3, 4) .
Another limitation of the growth equations is that they are only valid for plant cells that do not transpire. In this paper the growth equation describing the rate of water uptake is augmented with a 'transpiration term,' thus extending the applicability of the growth equations to single plant cells which transpire. Experimental methodology is developed which uses the pressure probe, together with the augmented growth equations, to determine the rate of transpiration in single transpiring plant cells. The results of experiments, which used this pressure probe technique to determine the transpiration rate of the sporangiophores of P. blakesleeanus, are presented and the transpiration rates are compared to those measured by other methods (1, 7) . THEORY An expanded form of Eq. 1, which includes a transpiration term, may be derived from a statement of the conservation of water mass in a plant cell. Consider a single plant cell of arbitrary shape. The rate of change of the water mass in the cell must be equal to the net flow rate of water into the volume enclosed by the surface of the cell. Mathematically this conservation law is stated in integral form as follows:
where the unit normal of the surface, ni, is pointing out of the cell and therefore negative. For plant cell growth, water may be considered incompressible, i.e. p = constant, and then the conservation equation becomes:
Eq. 5 simply states that the rate of increase of the water volume in the plant cell, dVldt, is equal to the net rate at which water is flowing into the cell. This equation is equivalent to that used by Silk and Wagner (12) . Now it is assumed, as it was by Lockhart (9) , that plant cell enlargement is due primarily to net water uptake. Then dVldt of the plant cell contents may be substituted for dVldt of the water in the plant cell. The net flow rate of water into the plant cell may be expressed simply as the flow rate into the cell minus the flow rate out of the cell. For simplicity, consider that there are two distinct areas of the cell surface by which water flows into and out of the cell, Ai and A, respectively, then Eq. 5 may be rewritten as: Ji= L,,(oAv -P). (7) Substituting Eq. 7 into Eq. 6, Eq. 8 is obtained:
Now dividing by the volume of the cell, V, the following relationship is obtained:
Furthermore, by letting L = LpAjIV and T = JOAJV, Eq. 9 may be simplified to obtain:
The term Trepresents the relative volumetric flow rate of water out of the plant cell which evaporates and is lost to the atmosphere, i.e. the relative transpiration rate. It is apparent that v is positive (cell volume is increasing) when the rate of water uptake is greater than the rate of water loss due to transpiration, i.e.
L(orAiT -P) > T Of course, P is negative (cell volume is decreasing) when Tis greater than L(ouAi7r -P). This condition may occur when the water uptake is reduced (perhaps the water supply is diminished or eliminated) and transpiration continues at near normal rates. The cell volume remains constant (P = 0) when T = L(o,Air -P). This condition may be obtained when the water source is eliminated (then the rate term for water uptake must equal zero; L(crAr -P) = 0) and transpiration is eliminated (T= 0), perhaps by providing an environment of 100% RH.
The augmented growth equations (Eqs. 3 and 10) which describe the expansion rate (growth rate) of the plant cell, may be simplified when special conditions exist. Consider a plant cell in a nongrowing stage of development, which is suddenly removed from its water source. When the plant cell is in a nongrowing state, the irreversible wall extensibility is zero (4 = 0) and only reversible extension of the cell wall can occur. Furthermore since there is no water uptake, the rate term for water uptake, L(o-Air -P), is zero. Applying these conditions to Eqs. 3 and 10, and combining by eliminating v, we obtain the following equation:
-dPldt= -T. (11) This equation establishes a relationship between the turgor pressure and the relative transpiration rate. The differential equation is easily intergrated to solve for P when E and Tcan be assumed to be constant. Using the initial condition that P = Pi at t = 0, the following solution is obtained for P: P(t) = Pi -cEt. (12) Eq. 12 describes a linear decay of turgor pressure in time from some initial value P,. Thus, if the decay rate (-dPldt) and E are determined experimentally, then Tmay be calculated from Eq.
11.
In general, E is a function of P for most plant cells. Thus, Eq. 11 will assume a more complex form, which depends on the relationship between E and P (typically nonlinear). In many cases a linear relationship between E and P provides a good approximation over a limited range of P. Then for that range of P the following equation may be used to describe the relationship between E and P:
where m is the slope of the line and E, is the intercept on the F axis. Substituting Eq. 13 into Eq. 11 yields:
dP/dt + mTP = -E0T.
Again using the initial condition that P = Pi at t = 0, the solution to Eq. 14 is obtained: Figure 1A (lower graph) is the turgor pressure trace from the strip chart recorder, which demonstrates a turgor pressure decay after the water is removed. The large black arrow on the time scale indicates when the water source was removed. The room air temperature was 22°C and the RH of the room air was 40%.
After the turgor pressure decayed to approximately 0.015 MPa (not shown), a series of small step-ups in turgor pressure were produced with the pressure probe. The resulting length changes were measured, and -was calculated for each step-up. A plot of E versus P is presented in Figure 1B (inset). The relationship between E and P (dashed line) is generally nonlinear and very similar to those measured for other higher plant cells (8, 14) . (dashed line). This relationship has the properties that at low pressures it has a constant slope (-kEmax), and at higher pressures the slope is zero and E becomes a constant (e = Emax). The following values were used to generate the curve represented by the dashed line: Emax = 160 MPa,E = -10 MPa, and k = 3.0 Figure 2 . Figure 2A is the turgor pressure trace from the strip chart recorder, which demonstrates a turgor pressure decay after the water is removed. The large black arrow on the time scale indicates when the water source was removed. The room air temperature was 22°C and the relative humidity was 34%.
After the turgor pressure decayed to approximately 0.01 MPa, a series of small step-ups in turgor pressure were produced with the pressure probe to generate the s-P curve presented in Figure  2B (inset). As before the relationship between e and P is nonlinear and very similar to those measured for other higher plant cells (8, 14 Fig. 2A) Control experiments were conducted to ensure that the observed decay rates in P, after the water was removed, were due to transpiration. In these experiments the sporangiophore was placed in a sealed chamber lined with wet tissue paper to achieve an environment of nearly 100% RH. The results demonstrate that the turgor pressure remained constant after the water was removed, i.e. T= 0. 
DISCUSSION

